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Street Safe is an exciting and innovative hands-on experience taught by first responders. This program was
designed and developed to change the driving behaviors that often lead to crashes. Street Safe focuses on behaviors
such as speeding, distractions, following too closely, seatbelt use, and impaired driving, with an emphasis on the
decision making process and the importance of parental involvement.
Lifesaving Driving Experience (LDE)
This is a 4 ½ hour hands-on driving experience for new, inexperienced drivers. Half of this program is spent
outside participating in hands-on exercises and the other half is spent engaged in an interactive discussion led by
an expert in traffic crash investigation. The experience revolves around the top crash causes. This is a “See it! Hear
it! Do it!” experience. The “Do it!” portion reinforces what the instructors offer. Instructors are certified
instructors—law enforcement, fire fighters, and other first responders. All materials are up-to-date, relevant, and
“raw”—it includes but is not limited to: impactful speakers (accident victims, representatives from DA’s office,
insurance agents--not to sell; only to educate about proper coverage vs. minimum coverage), etc.
Parents are required to stay the first hour. Waivers must be signed by parent/guardian or by the participant (if
18 years of age or older). To participate, attendees must have had successfully completed Driver Education or have
a driver’s license. Adults are welcome to participate/register as well.
Pre-registration is required. Registration is completed online at http://streetsafeus.com/. Click on the "Lifesaving
Driving Experience" rectangle, scroll to "2019-10-05 Union County, Cuthbertson HS 11am", click on the “Sign up
now” button. There is a non-refundable $30 registration fee.
Maximum number of attendees: 60. Minimum enrollment in order for the session to take place: 20.
Any questions visit Street Safe’s website at http://streetsafeus.com/or contact them at 910-612-9030.
Street Safe is a 501(c)3 organization.
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